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Paws, partnerships
and prosperity
Adopting a new pet is a wonderful moment
for any family or individual. That pet provides
joy, companionship and a lifetime of memories.
But what about the impact it has on
Michigan’s economy?
Watch the video >

Summer intern opportunities
provide more than just a job
Fall may be in full swing but
DTE's offices were buzzing all summer
with youthful energy thanks to our
Summer Student Programs.
Lessons learned >

DTE helps the Detroit Tigers step
up to the plate for sustainability
The Detroit Tigers hit a clean energy home
run when DTE’s MIGreenPower supplied
renewable energy to the ballpark on
Wednesday in support of the Tigers’
“Green Night,” an initiative to promote
sustainability inside the ballpark.
Learn more >

DTE Energy partners with
Detroit Public Lighting
Department on safe
infrastructure initiative
The City of Detroit’s electric infrastructure
was designed decades ago to support its
growing population and bustling
neighborhoods.
What now? >

DTE announces
first-of-its-kind partnership with
Parnall Correctional Facility
How can our company address a need in our
workforce while also leading other companies
to help solve a persistent societal issue?
Find out >

DTE named top communityminded company,
2 years running!
For the second year in a row, DTE has been
named one of the most community-minded
companies in the United States by Points of
Light, the world’s largest organization
dedicated to volunteer service.
See the results >
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